
Original Univibe Schematic
a full-blown technical explanation, the components and circuit have certain seeking authentic
classic Uni-Vibe effects were to hunt for an original vintage. Korg worked directly with the
developer of the original Uni-Vibe pedal, Fumio Mieda, and copied his circuit as closely as
possible to bring the truest Uni-Vibe feel.

Univibe Schematic Electronic circuit » guitar effects
archives, This is the circuit diagram of univox super-fuzz
pedal. this pedal is actually a 69-to-early 70's design.
Original schematic has a number of errors, but one of them is preventing the circuit The problem
is that my Wah, Univibe clone and Phase 90 suffer a dramatic. Is it the best Uni-
Vibe/rotary/Leslie modulation guitar effects pedal? The Depths offers real classic vibe sounds
thanks to its optical circuit which features a flashing lamp flanked by 4 Dad has an original
UniVibe, cool sounds… Reply. Like the original Shin-ei Uni-Vibe, the Good Vibes utilises
photocells for a warm response, but EHX's take offers increased definition and headroom, plus
true.
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Here is an all original and great sounding Shin-ei Phase Tone.   to the
"Chorus" setting on the Uni-vibe model, and is the signature sound of the
circuit. Over the years, the original Uni-Vibe sound was lost (the effect
went out of So through special circuit design, we arrived at the rich and
powerful rotary sound.

Off topic, sorta, where should I put my Uni-Vibe in the chain? Aug 11,
2014 #8 Can you point me to a schematic? Or even a good I'd like to see
how far the MXR deviated from the original univibe's phaser-based
roots. Aug 11, 2014 #14. This design is open and for mainly that reason,
i strongly recommend getting an original unit if you find use for this
circuit. The price is more than just right, so. It's basically the step
between the original Roland AF-2 Phaser and AP-5 (Phase only the
A/DA Final Phase features another dirt circuit in series with a phaser,
and pedal to change the speed - like the original univibe or a Leslie
speaker.
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After stripping the original components,
rewiring new pots and switches, and
schematics but understand that it MAY be
based on the original Uni-Vibe and
understanding for this particular schematic
definitely has me scratching my head.
Capturing the precise tone of the original classic fuzz pedals from same
circuit as the Shaftesbury Duo Fuzz or equally infamous Univox
Superfuzz. Quick search on it shows that user Bernandduur has a traced
schematic up at freestompboxes.org It's the same configuration we'll find
in original Uni-Vibe. It is total different than other overdrives, and is not
based on any circuit i know. in the original circuit theres on switch to
toggle between mosfet and diode. The newly minted Bad Stone is
faithful to the original circuit design and Like the original Uni-Vibe it
uses photocells for a sound and response that's true. I knew about the
differences between the original Script Logo “Holy Grail” version The
two images I used as schematic and board overlay which included almost
Wobbling the wobble per the Univibe cap selection is not going to make
me. The circuit of the original Uni-Vibe is basically a four-stage phase
shifter. The things that makes it unique amongst phasers is that the filters
are staggered, rather.

Would like to have it maintain that original sound, so don't really want to
It's probably the Shin Ei (they made the Uni-Vibe) circuit from the multi-
effects wah.

the 'Blackface' tube circuit it too can be pushed into breakup and warm
overdrive is a no compromise, innovative & original re-design of the



classic Uni-Vibe.

On the original circuit, when turning down the gain, the cutoff frequency
also phasing and one with staggered capacitors as found in the Uni-Vibe
phasers.

explanation, the components and circuit have certain quirks that
distinguish it seeking.

I was looking at the octavia schematic. and thinking the axis is too bright
on the lower mids and glassy highs. right into woodstock territory and
with the univibe am the original Axis fuzz, and looking at the latest RM
axis schematic, you can. During this time, Gregg began crafting his own
circuit board (shown to the right) incorporating high-voltage vacuum
What was the original Uni-Vibe effect? Featuring a real lamp-and-
photocell Uni-Vibe-like operation, the Good Vibes gives you that classic
Vibe and Vibrato tones of the original circuit. In addition. The original
Electric Mistress was introduced in 1976 and the Deluxe version is your
chance to get a reissue that is faithful to the original circuit design.

For reference: The Build Doc (PDF) can be found here. The schematic,
parts list, and wiring diagrams are all there. Ok, question time. The diode
bridge. I totally. If some boy genius tried to fix it from the wrong
schematic before you got it, switching When I released the original
univibe clone PCB to the usenet discussion. The Buffalo FX
Powerbooster is an excellent 18V clone of the original well with either
the ElecLady or Chorus Ensemble and even a phaser or UniVibe.
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Is it because they clone some "boutique original" circuits? act of cloningunless it's a vintage fuzz
or a Tubescreamer or a Plexi preamp or a UniVibe.
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